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BUOYANCY

Elastomer Buoys, Steel Chain Through and Custom
Buoyancy, Rota-Moulded products.
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Ocean GUARD™ Resilient Foam Filled Buoys
The Ocean Guard™ Buoys resilient surfaces are constructed to withstand the toughest marine applications and
environments the world can offer. The Ocean Guard™ Buoys are constructed with the latest technology and materials
and exemplifies state- of-the-art technology in buoy design and functionality. Jeyco composite buoys are designed to
absorb minor impacts without damaging the buoy body or vessel.
Performance Features
Unsinkable Construction
The Ocean Guard™ Buoys closed cell foam filled
construction provides a buoy that is unsinkable even if it is
punctured.
Impact Absorbing
The resilient outer foam layer and the reinforced elastomeric
skin of the Ocean Guard™ Buoys are designed to absorb
impacts of vessels without damaging the buoy or impacting
the vessel.

Superior to Steel Buoys
The Ocean Guard™ Buoys are designed and constructed to
be lighter, more corrosion resistant, less maintenance and
easier to handle than conventional steel buoys. The abrasion
resistant urethane skin will resist the harshest environments
without corroding.

Non Marking
The tough, thick reinforced elastomeric urethane skin of
Ocean Guard™ Buoys is non marking, available in different
colors, and will not wear off.

Custom Designs
Jeyco engineers work closely with customers to select or
custom design an Ocean Guard™ Buoy to meet their
specific requirements and needs.

End Fittings
Ocean Guard™ Buoys and fittings are available in a variety
of styles including mooring tees, padeyes, quick release
hooks, swivel eyes, bails, forged eyes, hawse pipe with
capture plates, and navigational lights.
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Construction Features
Internal Steel Central Strength Member
The Ocean Guard™ Buoys construction begins with an ultra heavy duty internal steel central strength member which
provides excellent working load performance. The welded steel structure contains load distribution plates which
provide outstanding pull-through performance.

Rigid Inner Closed Cell Urethane
The second layer in Ocean Guard™ Buoys construction
consists of a US Coast Guard compliant rigid inner 100%
closed cell urethane foam core. This strong foam core has
excellent buoyancy and compression strength properties.
The foam is molded directly onto the Internal Steel Center
Strength Member which provides an unsinkable buoy.

Resilient Outer Foam Core
The third layer in Ocean Guard™ Buoys construction
consist of an impact-absorbing closed cell cross-linked
polyethylene foam core which is heat laminated into a
one piece, solid foam core. The same heat lamination
process used in our Ocean Guard™ fenders, produces a
thermal bond between the layers of foam which is stronger than the foam itself which will not delaminate even
under the most abusive berthing conditions. This impact
absorbing foam core is added to absorb vessel impacts
without damaging the buoy or impacting the vessel.

Reinforced Elastomeric Skin
The final layer, impact absorbing foam core is protected
by a tough thick filament nylon tire cord reinforced
elastomer skin. This non-marking reinforced elastomer
fender skin is the wear surface of the fender. The
reinforcing filaments are continuously wound in a helix
pattern through up to 90%
of the elastomer skin and wrapped around the buoys end
fittings. This continuous reinforcement of the elastomer
skin not only increases the tensile and tear strength of the
elastomer but also distributes loads throughout the fender
skin.
This tough resilient material is specifically formulated to
withstand the worlds harshest environmental conditions
providing superior performance in extreme
temperatures, toxic environments, against hydrocarbons,
salt water, ozone and ultraviolet radiation.
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Triple Shot Synthetic Mooring Buoys
Jeyco supplies a range of synthetic mooring and marker buoys with a reserve buoyancy range from 50kg up to
5000kg. Jeyco can supply mooring buoys with structural tiebars with a minimum breaking load ranging from 2
tonne to over 450 tonne. For further information please contact us.
Jeyco has developed a range of mooring buoys, floats and navigational aids that are manufactured here in Western
Australia and offer the user unprecedented strength and reliability by the use of new technology in the rota-moulding
process.
This new technology ensures that the hull forms produced have a much higher strength and durability than the
traditional rota-moulding process. This process allows us to mould the buoy bar structural members directly into
the buoy hull thereby eliminating the problem of retro fitting these members.
This rota-moulding process also ensures that the hull skin maintains its wall thickness through internal bends. An example
of this is the “Bee Hive” shaped buoys, which unlike traditional methods of producing mooring buoys maintains a uniform
wall thickness through these internal bends.
All steel members are hot dip galvanised for maximum protection against corrosion.
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Steel Chain Through and Custom Buoys
Jeyco understands the need for buoyancy to be available in all sorts of material and configurations. We have supplied
all types of buoyancy for different applications from 500kg to 50te reserve buoyancy. Some of these include berthing
extension head and stern line moorings with quick release hooks, cruise ship moorings, cyclone moorings, navigation
buoys and aquaculture moorings.
Our steel buoys are foam filled and pressure tested to meet design criteria and individually inspected during manufacture
and prior to shipment. Our design team can offer a range of variable attachment configurations and structural integrity to
meet your design loads.
64mm Ø Chain
Locking
Flat Bar
76mm Ø Chain

Ø2100

Ø2100

Locking Plate
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